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a b s t r a c t

The structure design of divertor Multi-Functional Maintenance Platform (MFMP) actuated by hydraulic
system for China Fusion Engineering Test Reactor (CFETR) was introduced in this paper. The model of
MFMP was established according to maintenance requirements. In this paper, Newton-Euler method and
the improved virtual work principle were used, the equivalent driving force of each actuator was ob-
tained through the equivalent Jacobian inverse matrix derived from velocity relationship among the
components. The accuracy of the model was verified by ADAMS simulation. The stability control of the
heavy-duty components driven by hydraulic cylinders based on Newton-Euler method and improved
virtual work principle was established.
© 2020 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The MFMP is a remote handling maintenance device for the
divertors of CFETR, which mainly includes functions of cooling
pipeline cutting and welding, divertor fixing and unlocking, and
divertor replacing etc. [1e8]. In the process of carrying the divertor,
the toroidal moving driver (TMD) at the bottom of the MFMP
contacts with the circular track fixed on the vacuum vessel can take
the divertor moving in toroidal direction. And theMFMP can lift the
divertor through themoving platform driven by hydraulic cylinders
[9].

The dynamic analysis of 3-RPS parallel robot of MFMP is studied
in this paper. For parallel robots, the dynamic analysis has been
studied widely [10e12]. Calculating the forces and torques required
for each actuator of the parallel robot in different position is the
fundamental task for dynamic, static analysis and control of the
parallel robot, including forward dynamics and inverse dynamics.
At present, relatively perfect methods for establishing dynamic
cs, Chinese Academy of Sci-

by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
models include Newton-Euler method, Lagrange method [13,14],
Kane method, virtual work principle etc. Newton-Euler method is
used to study a single component. Newton's law and Euler equation
are used to set the mechanism balance equation. Although this
method needs to calculate a large number of equations, it can be
used to calculate the internal forces between components, which is
very useful for the study of a single parallel mechanical limb. The
Lagrange method only requires the kinetic energy and potential
energy of the system, and it does not need to calculate the internal
force. However, the selection of generalized coordinates is very
important. For parallel robots, joint constraints make the selection
of generalized coordinates difficult. The Kane method is especially
applicable to the solution of the forward dynamic solution by
projecting the component forces. In the virtual work principle, it is
assumed that the parallel robot is statically balanced, the actual
displacement is replaced by the virtual displacementdc. The rela-
tionship between the driving force and the external force can be
deduced by the conclusion that the sum of virtual work done by the
driving force and the external force is zero [12,15].
dc ¼ ½dx; dy; dz; dqx; dqy; dqz�T represents the virtual displacement of
the moving platform. dq ¼ ½dq1; dq2; dq3;…; dqm�T represents the
virtual displacement of the driving joint of the parallel manipulator
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with m actuators. t ¼ ½t1; t2; t3;…; tm�Trepresents the driving
force of driving joints. F ¼ ½f n�T is external force and external tor-
que matrices (f ¼ ½fxfyfz�T is external force, n ¼ ½nxnynz�T is external
torque matrix.). The sum of virtual work done by driving force and
external force is: dw ¼ tTdq� FTdc ¼ 0. In parallel robots, _q ¼ J _c,
and J is Jacobian matrix. Combining with _q ¼ J _c, equation dq ¼ Jdc
is gained. Substituting dq ¼ Jdc into dw ¼ tTdq� FTdc ¼ 0, dw ¼
ðtT J�FT Þdc ¼ 0 is gained. Then, the following equation that solves
driving force can be derived: t ¼ J�TF .

However, the key problem with this traditional virtual work
principle is that driving force t cannot be solved because Jacobi
matrix J is not full rank matrix in 3-RPS parallel robot [16]. In this
paper, a method is put forward that the equivalent inverse Jacobian
matrix Κ can be calculated via the velocity relationships between
moving platform and actuators, cylinder mass center and actuator,
piston rod mass center and actuator. And the equivalent driving
force actuating moving platform, the cylinder and the piston rod is
solved by improved principle of virtual work method t ¼ ΚTF , in
the meanwhile, the driving force of actuators is gained.
Fig. 2. Toroidal moving driver (TMD). (a)The internal TMD. (b)The TMD model.
2. The model of CFETR divertor MFMP

The CFETR divertor MFMP is mainly divided into three parts: in-
ternal and external TMD, themoving platformof 3-RPS parallel robot
and the main body of maintenance platform, as shown in Fig.1. The
circular moving hydraulic cylinders in the internal and external TMD
cooperate with each other to move the MFMP along the track to
realize the toroidalmovementof thedivertor. The top support system
of internal and external TMD can achieve lifting, rotating and other
movements of moving platform of 3-RPS parallel robot. There is a
small hydraulic power station inside the main body of maintenance
platform providing sufficient hydraulic power. The linear motor
provides thrust locking and unlocking the inner and outer track.

The internal and external TMD consists of three parts, as shown
in Fig. 2(a) and (b) top support system (jacking cylinder), driving
system and flexible roller. There are four hydraulic cylinders in the
top support system of each TMD, and a total of eight hydraulic
cylinders in the internal and external TMD work together to sup-
port the moving platform and carry the divertor. At bottom each
cylinder is connected with the TMD by a revolute joint, and at
upper end of each piston rod is connected with the bottom of the
moving platform by a spherical joint. The driving system includes
circular driving hydraulic cylinders and clamping cylinders.
Fig. 1. The CFETR divertor MFMP.
When mobile platform starts to move in toroidal direction, the
driving rod of the circular moving hydraulic cylinder extends. After
reaching the predetermined position, the clamp device of the TMD
is clamped on the track by the locking cylinder. And circular driving
hydraulic cylinder retracts to drive the MFMP and the divertor to
move forward. When cylinder return to its minim position the
clamping will release. With the repetition MFMP can intermittently
move along the track. When the MFMP arrives at the lower main-
tenance port, the top support system supports the moving platform
and adjusts the divertor's angle and position accordingly. The
flexible roller is composed of rollers and disk springs. The disc
springs enable the rollers to automatically adjust the angle, making
better contact on the face of the track and reducing friction during
the toroidal movement.

The removable track is an important part of the track in the
vacuum vessel as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) [17]. When the
removable track enters the vacant position in the toroidal track of
the vacuum vessel, the linear motor in the main body of mainte-
nance platform pushes the fixed device inside the fixed track. Then
the removable track and the fixed track lock each other, the MFMP
can move along the toroidal track in vacuum vessel.
3. Simplified model of MFMP

According to the actual functional requirements, without
considering the deformation of themoving platform, theMFMP can
be simplified as a 3-RPS parallel robot driven by three hydraulic



Fig. 3. Removable track. (a)Internal fixture in removable track. (b)The linear motor in
MFMP
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cylinders in 2 TMDs [18e20], as shown in Fig. 4. The internal TMD
provides one driving force, and external TMD provides two driving
forces.
Fig. 4. RPS parallel robot.
4. Dynamic analysis of 3-RPS parallel robot

4.1. The solution for equivalent inverse jacobian matrix

In this section, the Newton-Euler method is used to derive the
velocity conversion matrix between the actuators and the moving
platform, the transformation matrix between the linear velocity of
actuators and the actual velocity of the moving platform. Based on
the above matrix, the equivalent inverse Jacobian matrix between
the actuators and the moving platform is obtained. The velocity
conversion matrix between cylinder/piston rod and moving plat-
form can be derived, the equivalent inverse Jacobi matrix between
cylinder/piston rod and moving platform can be obtained based on
the above matrix.

As shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 the reference coordinate system {A}
A - XYZ is set in the center of the fixed platform. And the moving
coordinate system {B} B - xyz is set in the center of the moving
platform. bsi is unit vector from point ai in fixed platform to point bi
in moving platform. rai is unit vector from center point A of fixed
platform to point ai. rbi is unit vector from center point A of moving
platform to point bi.

The linear velocity at the center point B of the moving platform
is AVB, the angular velocity is AuB. The velocity at the spherical joint
center bi in the moving platform is AVbi, and _Li represents the ve-
locity of the rod. vM represents the velocity of MFMP toroidal
movement.

Since the selected reference coordinate system will affect the
representation of the vector, in order to distinguish the reference
coordinate system of each parameter, the annotation on the upper
left corner of the vector in this paper represents the corresponding
coordinate system. If there is no annotation, the default reference
coordinate system is the fixed coordinate system {A}.

4.1.1. The velocity transformation matrix between the actuators and
the moving platform

For each spherical joint bi of the moving platform, its velocity
can be written as:

AVbi ¼bsi _li þ �Aui �bsi�li (4 e1)

It can also be written as

AVbi ¼ AuB � Arbi þ AVB (4 e2)

Where.

_liddlinear velocity of each actuators,i ¼ 1;2;3;
Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of 3-RPS parallel robot.



Fig. 6. Diagram of parameters of parallel robot.
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Auiddangular velocity of each actuators, i ¼ 1;2;3.

Due to the RPS rod can't turn around its own axis, Aui⊥bsi, Aεi⊥bsi,
equations (4-1) dotting bsi can be simplified to:

bsinAVbi ¼ _li (4 e3)

From equations (4-2) and (4-3), the following equation can be
derived:

_li ¼ bsi $�Aui � Arbi
�
þbsi $ AVB ¼

hbsTi �Arbi � bsi�Ti$hAVB
AuB

iT
(4-4)

For the overall parallel robot, the following equation can be
obtained:

_L ¼ J1A$

"
AVB
AuB

#
(4 e5)

Where, _L ¼ ½ _L1 _L2 _L3�T .
J1A is velocity transformation matrix between the actuators and

the moving platform:

J1A¼

2664
bs1T �

Arb1 � bs1�Tbs2T �
Arb2 � bs2�Tbs3T �
Arb3 � bs3�T

3775
For cross multiplication of both sides of equations (4-1) with bsi,

the following equation can be derived:

Aui ¼
bsi � AVbi

li
(4 e6)

From equations (4-2) and (4-6), the following equation can be
derived:

Aui ¼
bsi
li
�
�
AuB � Arbi þ AVB

�
¼ 1
li

hbsi��bsi�Arbi�
i
$
h
AVB

AuB

iT
(4 e7)

Where, bsi� and Arbi� denote skew-symmetric matrices derived
from elements of vectors.
4.1.2. The transformation matrix between the linear velocity of the
actuators and the actual velocity of the moving platform

Firstly, due to the limitation of the revolute joints, point b1 on
the moving platform cannot move along the X-axis and point b2
cannot move along the Y-axis. Based on these two conditions, the
relationship between the velocity of the moving platform AuB ¼
½uxuyuz�T and the Euler angle q ¼ ½a; b; g�T of the moving platform
can be deduced (In this paper, the Z-Y-X Euler angle is used).

The posture transformation matrix
ARB ¼
24 ca$cb ca$sb$sg� cg$
cb$saca$cgþ sa$sb$sgcg$sa$sb� ca$sg�sb

cb$sg
Where, cq ¼ cos q; sq ¼ sin q.
The coordinates of points b1 and b2 were obtained, and the

velocity of moving platform in X and Y axis was deduced:

Ab1 ¼

264 AX1
AY1
AZ1

375¼ ARB
Bb1 þ AP¼ ARB

264 BX1
BY1
BZ1

375þ
264 AXO

AYO
AZO

375¼ ARB

24 0
BY1
0

35

þ

264 AXO
AYO
AZO

375
(4 e8)

From equations (4-8), the following equation can be derived:

AX1 ¼ sin b sin gBY1 þ AXO ¼ 0 (4 e9)

It can be explicitly expressed by

AXO ¼ � sin b sin gBY1 (4 e10)

Calculating derivative of equations 4e10 with respect to time,
the following equation can be derived:

AVBx ¼ � BY1cos b sin g _b� BY1sin b cos g _g (4 e11)

in a similar way:
sa sa$sgþ ca$cg$sb

cb$cg

35
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Ab2 ¼

264 AX2
AY2
AZ2

375¼ ARB
Bb2 þ AP¼ ARB

264 BX2
BY2
BZ2

375þ
264 AXO

AYO
AZO

375¼ ARB

24 BX2
BY2
0

35

þ

264 AXO
AYO
AZO

375
(4 e12)

AY2 ¼ cos gBY2 þ AYO ¼ 0 (4 e13)

AYO ¼ � cos gBY2 (4 e14)

Calculating derivative of equations 4e14 with respect to time,
the following equation can be derived:

AVBy ¼ BY2sin g _g (4 e15)

From the posture transformation matrix, the following equation
can be derived:
AuB ¼RðZ;aÞ
240
0
1

35 _aþRðZ;aÞRðY ; bÞ
2401
0

35 _bþRðZ;aÞRðY ; bÞRðX;gÞ
2410
0

35 _g¼
240 �sin a cos a cos b
0 cos a sin a cos b
1 0 �sin b

3524 _a
_b
_g

35 (4 e16)

Fig. 7. The diagram of actuator parameters.
In combination with equations (4), (4), (5), (5), (6), (6), (7), (7),
(8), (8), (9), (9), (10), (10), (11), (11)e(15) and (4-16), the conversion
relationship between six-dimensional velocity and three-
dimensional velocity is obtained:

"
AVB
AuB

#
¼ J2A

24 AVBz
_b
_g

35 (4 e17)

Where,

J2A¼

2666664
0
0
1
0
0
0

�BY1cos b sin g0
0
0
1
0

�BY1sin b cos gBY2sin g
0

cos b
0�sin b

3777775
From equations (4-5) and (4-17), the following equation can be

derived:

_L ¼ JA

24 AVBz
_b
_g

35 (4 e18)

It can also be expressed as

J�1
A

_L ¼
24 AVBz

_b
_g

35 (4 e19)

Where, JA is the 3 � 3 dimensional velocity conversion matrix
between the linear velocity of actuators and the actual velocity of
the moving platform, JA ¼ J1AJ2A.

4.1.3. Velocity conversion matrix between cylinder/piston rod and
moving platform

As shown in Fig. 7, the hydraulic actuators can be decomposed
into two independent parts, and their masses are represented by
mci(c for cylinder) and mpi(p for piston) respectively. The position
vectors of the twomass centers can be determined by the following
equation:

pci ¼ Arai þ hcibsi (4 e20)

ppi ¼ Arai þ
�
li �hpi

�bsi (4 e21)
Where:
hciddLength from mass center of cylinder to revolve joint,
hpiddLength from piston rod mass center to spherical joint.

Calculating derivative of equations 4e20 and (4-21) with
respect to time, and get linear velocity expressions of cylinder and
piston rod mass center:
Vci ¼hciðui �bsiÞ (4 e22)

Vpi ¼
�
li �hpi

�ðui �bsiÞ þ _libsi (4 e23)
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From equations (4-7) and (4-22) the relation between the ve-
locity of cylinder and the velocity of moving platform can be
derived:�
Vci
ui

�
¼ Jci

�
VB
uB

�
(4 e24)

Where, Jci is conversion matrix between velocity of mass center of
cylinder and velocity of moving platform:

Jci ¼
1
li

h
� hcibs2i�hcibs2i�rbi�bsi� � bsi�rbi�i

In the same way, from equations 4-1,4-2,4-7 and (4-23), the
relationship between the velocity of the piston rod and the velocity
of the moving platform can be expressed as follows:�
Vpi
ui

�
¼ Jpi

�
VB
uB

�
(4 e25)

Where, Jpi is the transformation matrix between velocity of piston
rod mass center and velocity of moving platform.

Jpi ¼

26664
I þ hpibs2i�

li
�
 
rbi� þ hpibs2i�rbi�

li

!

bsi�
li

�bsi�rbi�
li

37775
4.1.4. Equivalent inverse jacobian matrix
From equations 4e17 and (4-19), the following equation can be

derived:"
AVB
AuB

#
¼ J$ _L (4 e26)

Where, J ¼ J2A$J
�1
A represents the equivalent inverse Jacobian

matrix between the velocity of the moving platform and the linear
velocity of the actuators.

From equations 4e24 and (4-26), the following equation can be
derived:�
Vci
ui

�
¼ Jci$ _L (4 e27)

Where, Jci ¼ Jci$J represents the equivalent Jacobian inverse matrix
between the velocity of the mass center of the cylinder and the
linear velocity of the actuators.

Substituting equations 4e25 into equations 4e26, the following
equation can be derived:�
Vpi
ui

�
¼ Jpi$ _L (4 e28)

Where, Jpi ¼ Jpi$J represents the equivalent Jacobian inversematrix
between the velocity of the mass center of the piston rod and the
linear velocity of the actuators.
4.2. Free-body analysis

4.2.1. Moving platform free-body analysis
Under the fixed coordinate system {A}:
The inertial force of the moving platform:
FB ¼ �mBaB (4 e29)

The inertia torque of the moving platform:

NB ¼ � ARB$
BIB$

A
RT
BεB � uB �

�
ARB $

BIB $
A
RT
B $uB

�
(4 e30)

Where, BIB is the inertia matrix of the moving platform in the
moving coordinate system {B}.

The gravity of the moving platform:

GB ¼mBg (4 e31)

The external force acting on the moving platform:

FW ¼ ARB
BFW (4 e32)

Under the fixed coordinate system {A}, The external torque
acting on the moving platform:

NW ¼ ARB
BNW (4 e33)
4.2.2. Free-body analysis of cylinder and piston rod (actuator)
As shown in Fig. 6, a coordinate system is built on the cylinder

and piston rod, Zi axis of coordinate {Ci} and bsi are in the same
direction, Yi axis of coordinate {Ci} and rai are in opposite direction,
Xi axis direction is determined by the Right-hand Rule. The coor-
dinate transformation matrix of the coordinate system {Ci} relative
to the fixed coordinate system {A} is:

ARCi ¼ ½bsi � raibsi �ðbsi � raiÞbsi� (4 e34)

Under the fixed coordinate system {A}:
The inertial force of the cylinder is:

Fci ¼ �mciaci (4 e35)

The inertia torque of the cylinder is:

Nci ¼ � ARCi$
BIci$

A
RT
Ciεi � ui �

�
ARCi $

BIci $
A
RT
Ci $ui

�
(4 e36)

The gravity of the cylinder is:

Gci ¼mcig (4 e37)

The inertial force of the piston rod is:

Fpi ¼ �mpiapi (4 e38)

The inertial torque of the piston rod is:

Npi ¼ � ARCi$
BIpi$

A
RT
Ciεi � ui �

�
ARCi $

BIpi $
A
RT
Ci $ui

�
(4 e39)

The gravity of the piston rod is:

Gpi ¼mpig (4 e40)

Based on the above free-body analysis, under the fixed coordi-
nate system {A}, the equivalent driving force equation is estab-
lished by the improved virtual work principle, and the driving force
can be calculated.

Equivalent driving force converted from the external force on
the moving platform:



Table 1
Coordinate of points on 3-RPS parallel robot.

Coordinate of points on 3-RPS parallel robot (unit/m)

Aa1 ¼ ½0�2:11:336�T
Aa2 ¼ ½�0:2082:135 0:03�T
Aa3 ¼ ½0:208 2:135 0:03�T
Bb1 ¼ ½0�2:11:25�T
Bb2 ¼ ½�0:2082:057�0:056�T
Bb3 ¼ ½0:208 2:057�0:056�T

Table 2
Structure parameters.

Parameters Value

vM= ð� =secÞ 0.1
hci= m 0.17
hpi= m 0.141
mci= Kg 5.32
mpi= Kg 2.52
mB= Kg 1821.55
BFW 0
BNW 0
BIB= ðKg $m2)

243760 0 0
0 840 0
0 �1070 3027

35
BIci=

ðKg $m2Þ

240:048 0 0
0 0:048 0
0 0 0:0028

35
BIpi=

ðKg $m2Þ

240:02 0 0
0 0:02 0
0 0 0:0004

35

Table 3
The trajectory of the moving platform.

Coordinates Value

x=m 0
y=m 0
z=m 0:516
a=rad 0
b=rad 0:03 sin t
g=rad 0:03 cos t

Fig. 8. Comparison diagram of theoretical calculation and ADAMS simulation results.
(a)Results of theoretical calculation in MATLA. (b)Simulation result in ADAMS.
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FmB ¼ J
T
�
FB þ GB þ FW

NB þ NW

�
(4 e41)

Equivalent driving force converted from the external force on
the cylinder and piston rod (actuator):

Fmi ¼ J
T
ci

�
Fci þ Gci

Nci

�
þ J

T
pi

�
Fpi þ Gpi

Npi

�
(4 e42)

For the 3-RPS robot, the balance equation is established:

F þ FmB þ
X3
i¼1

Fmi ¼ 0 (4 e43)

It can be explicitly expressed by:

F ¼ � FmB �
X3
i¼1

Fmi (4 e44)

Where, F is the driving force of three actuators, F ¼ ½f1f2f3�T .
5. Parameters of theoretical calculation and ADAMS
simulation verification of 3-RPS parallel robot

After the model is established, the parameters are set as shown
in Tables 1e1 and 1-2, and the trajectory of the moving platform is
shown in Tables 1e3 (To highlight the change of driving force of
hydraulic cylinder, the Euler angle motion function of moving
platform is trigonometric function). In order to verifying the result
in theoretical calculation, the model is simulated to obtain the
driving force of the hydraulic cylinder.

According to the comparison of graph in MATLAB and ADAMS,
the simulation data in ADAMS is essentially in agreement with the
theoretical data (as shown in Fig. 8). However, the single most
striking observation to emerge from the comparison is that there
has a small mutation near the peak point in ADAMS simulation
curve. After detailed analysis, it is found that the large mass of
platform(1821.55 Kg) and the trigonometric function trajectory of
moving platform are the main reasons cause the mutation of the
curve. For the hydraulic cylinders, there are two completely
different directions of motion near the peak point of the trigono-
metric function. The hydraulic cylinders are subjected to the large
acceleration at this time. Moreover, such errors can also be elimi-
nated by the parameter optimization in later work. The theoretical
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basis for the stability control of the heavy-duty components driven
by hydraulic cylinders is established.

6. Summarization and prospect

The structural design of divertor MFMP for CFETR was intro-
duced in this paper. Aiming at the stable and reliable control re-
quirements of the large heavy-duty divertor maintenance platform,
the MFMP was simplified into 3-RPS parallel robot. By combining
the Newton-Euler method and the improved virtual work principle,
the equivalent Jacobian inverse matrix between each actuator and
component was obtained to solve the driving force of each actuator.
The theoretical basis for the stable control of the heavy-duty
components driven by the hydraulic systems was obtained.

Aiming at the errors in ADAMS simulation, further studies,
which take variables into account such as parameter optimization
of model and parameter adjustment of simulation in ADAMS, will
need to be undertaken.
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